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AI accelerators have proliferated in data centers in recent years and are now almost ubiquitous. In addition, their computational power and, most importantly, their energy efficiency are up to orders of magnitude higher than that of traditional computing. Over the last years, various methods and optimizations have been tested to use these hybrid systems for simulations in the context of astroparticle physics utilizing CORSIKA. The main focus of this talk is the propagation of optical, i.e. fluorescence and Cherenkov, photons through low density inhomogeneous media in the context of the next generation CORSIKA\textsuperscript{8} simulation framework. Different techniques used and approximations, e.g. the atmospheric model, tested during the development will be presented.

The trade-off between performance and precision allows the experiment to achieve its physical precision limited to the real resolution of the experiment and not invest power and time in vanishing precision gains. The additional comparison of classical CPU-based simulations with the new methods validates these methods and allows evaluation against a known baseline.
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Cherenkov & Fluorescence light simulation in EAS  With atmospheric light propagation as one of the main contributors to runtime for IACT experiment, in the development of Corsika 8 special care was taken to accelerate this part specifically through the utilization of new or improved methods and, if available, hybrid computing. With the extensive progress in the development of Corsika 8 Framework [1] over the last month, it becomes now possible to make realistic comparisons of absolute results between this framework and the present well-established Corsika 7 [2] simulation. As the overall baseline, the Corsika 7 IACT extension, developed by Conrad Bernlöhr [3], can be used. It is employed in several large-scale experiments and therefore tested against a variety of real measurements.

The redesign of Corsika was started in mid-2018, focusing on modernizing and extending the functionality. For this, rewriting in a modern programming language was necessary. Utilizing design patterns, a modular and flexible framework was created which allows the use of existing or individual modules or processes to modify the cascade development according to the user’s wishes. This flexible nature allowed a direct implementation of the whole CPU-based Cherenkov queue directly into Corsika8 and is therefore a part of the core framework. For the utilized ICRC2023 pre-alpha Version, most parts of the code still reside in a branch, with the plan to merge it by the end of 2023. The GPU functionality in itself is, as of now, not part of Corsika8. The main reason behind this is the currently negligible support of parallelization in the base simulation, which is heavily required. With the GPU being several times faster than any CPU implementation, multiple parallel-running Corsika instances are required to keep up photon production to saturation. With the high costs of GPUs, this is an essential requirement. Therefore, a ZeroMQ (ØMQ) [4] synchronization layer, capable of using several high-speed transfer modes, was implemented and will be merged together with the Cherenkov branch. The resulting COAST-like interface can not only be useful for the here described application but, with the C++ and Python hybrid package used for the GPU-based processing as a basis, provide an extensible interface for a wide range of applications and Hardware.

1. Light Production

The two dominant optical light-producing processes are Cherenkov and Fluorescence emission, both differ in their underlying physical processes and in their mathematical handling significantly, which results in independent treatment and acceleration methods. As a result, only small parts of the code, such as data definitions, can be shared, which ultimately led to the two implementations being fundamentally separated from each other. Only after the light generation, the individual photon data is written to a common memory block to be processed further downstream of the processing pipeline. The described methods are optimized to run on CPU as well as on GPU-accelerated hardware with good performance.

1.1 Fluorescence Light

The isotropic Fluorescence emission is currently implemented in a simplified manner, which allowed for testing of the methods involved, but does not depict the physical reality with enough accuracy for experimental comparisons. As a basis, the AIRFLY parametrization [5] was used:

\[
\frac{dN}{dx} = Y_A (P, T, h) \cdot \frac{dE}{dx}
\] 

(1)
where the Yield $Y_A$ for each specific wavelength normally depends on pressure $P$, temperature $T$ and humidity $h$. To cut down on complexity here, all dependencies were removed, and the Yield was defined as a simple constant that should match an average atmosphere, height, and emission wavelength between 340 nm to 450 nm. As for ionization $\frac{dE}{dx}$ it was replaced by the total energy loss over the whole track, for electrons given by the electromagnetic interaction model used in CORSIKA 8 (PROPOSAL [6]). The resulting number of photon emission positions is randomly distributed along the track.

1.1.1 Optimization

Independent of how the actual number of photons is calculated, one can decrease it by reducing the normally isotropic emission to be beamed in the direction of the telescopes. For this, an opening angle and pointing depending on the telescope distance can be calculated. From the resulting solid angle, the required scaling factor is calculated and applied to the total number of photons. Through the comparable low number of photons generated for each track, it is vital that the above method must be very fast, otherwise trivially generating all photons and applying a cut afterward will be faster. The main complexity where this method breaks down is as soon as multiple telescopes are involved. Here the process of overlapping the region of the solid emission angle is required to calculate the number of photons correctly or the telescopes needed to be handled iteratively, both methods significantly increase the number of calculations. Therefore, for multiple telescopes, an emission area is defined which includes all telescopes involved. The average gain for ground base telescopes is still better than 50% in the worst case, and therefore still acceptable compared to the additional complexity.

1.2 Cherenkov Light

Cherenkov photons are generated from individual particles tracks, where the number of photons is calculated via the Frank-Tamm Formula:

$$N = \mu_r \pi z^2 \frac{e^2}{\hbar \epsilon_0 c_0} \int_{A_1} \int_{A_2} \frac{1}{\lambda^2} \left(1 - \frac{1}{\beta^2 n^2(\lambda, l)}\right) \Theta \left(\beta (l) - \frac{1}{n (\lambda, l)}\right) d\lambda \, dl$$

To handle the magnetic field and multiple scattering with enough precision, the maximum step length that the particle is allowed to travel is limited to a couple of meters. For these short travel distances, the Atmosphere is estimated as homogenous and position dependence of the refractive index $n (\lambda, l)$ is discarded.

The photons themselves are generated in the downward-facing direction in the coordinate system’s origin, with the correct Cherenkov angle. The photon cone is then rotated into the pointing direction of the particle track before they get moved to its corresponding emission point. The individual steps are schematically displayed in figure 1.

1.2.1 Optimization

For the highly beamed Cherenkov light emission, the reduction in photon calculation is much simpler to apply compared to fluorescence. The easiest method is to calculate the angle difference between the currently handled particles’ flight direction and the vector to the experiment center. For higher precision, the minimum angle to each individual telescope can be used. As long as the
individual telescopes do not exceed the meter range, this method can reduce the number of handled particles by up to 90%, which results in a similar impressive speedup. For larger-sized telescopes, the method requires a distance surpassing \( \approx 15 \) times the radius to work with the recommended cut of \( 6^\circ \) without visible photon loss. For telescopes exceeding 50 m in diameter, the instrumented area should be split into several smaller-sized domains or an algorithm used which does not approximate the telescope as a singular point.

The second small-scale optimization is the exact method of how the photon generation is implemented, specifically the rotation matrix. Here, the photon vector

\[
\vec{\rho} = \begin{pmatrix} 
\cos(c_{\text{rng}}) \cdot \sin(\Theta_c) \\
\sin(c_{\text{rng}}) \cdot \sin(\Theta_c) \\
-\cos(\Theta_c)
\end{pmatrix}
\]

is multiplied by the following matrix:

\[
M_{\text{Rod}} = 1 + 2 \cdot R_{\text{Rod}}^2 = \\
\begin{pmatrix} 
-2A_x^2 - 2A_y^2 + 1 & 2A_xA_y & 2A_xA_z \\
2A_xA_y & -2A_x^2 - 2A_z^2 + 1 & 2A_yA_z \\
2A_xA_z & 2A_yA_z & -2A_x^2 - 2A_y^2 + 1
\end{pmatrix}
\]

where the vector $\vec{A}$ is defined as the bisecting vector between the particle flight direction and the downward-facing normal vector.
2. Photon Propagation

After generating Photons at their point of origin they must be propagated to ground level which is done by the fastest method currently implemented consisting of a straight line propagation followed by the application of correction factors which changes the arrival angle, position, and timing to comply with atmospheric refraction. Details can be found in an earlier release about the Cherenkov light propagation [7].

3. Absolute Comparison Corsika7 & Corsika8

To compare the new Corsika8 implementation and methods against the current Corsika7 Version, two different methods were utilized. The first is the direct comparison with absolute values, which give conclusions to the development of the whole cascade. The second method, which isolates the influence from all other modules, is replaying the Corsika7-generated cascade in Corsika8 and applying only those processes that are required for the comparison. This allows for a direct comparison, eliminating all other sources of interference. It is to mention that even if Corsika7 is used as a reference it is still a simulation which implies the necessity of simplification and resulting discrepancy compared to real-world measurements. So slight deviations between the simulations are to be expected and do not inevitably imply an error in either simulation.

3.1 Intensity & Timing Profile

Radial profiles from the calculated shower center are only applicable to nearly rotational symmetric ground distribution, therefore only to those simulated without inclination angle. But the
resulting distribution allows good examinations between the different versions of Corsika. One such profile is displayed in figure 3a. It shows the resulting light distribution of 100 added 500 GeV Gamma-induced showers for Corsika7, Corsika8, and Corsika7 particle tracks with the Cherenkov module of Corsika8 (called replay). The result shows an exact match, therefore the photon generation and propagation produce the exact same density distribution. Because the implementation differs from the Corsika7 one, a binary match will not be possible. The deviation between Corsika8 and Corsika7 is below 10% and explainable through the changes in interaction models.

The comparison of the mean arrival times, as displayed in figure 3b, exhibits similar good results. The central region, up to 2000 m from the core, where enough statistics is present, has nearly 0% deviation between Corsika7 and Corsika8. The outer region is dominated by random processes of individual particles, where no decision can be made even with the performed cut of, at least, 50 Photons per bin.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

With a first tested implementation of optical light generation and propagation on CPU basis inside Corsika8 and a second GPU implementation running in a separate program synchronized via shared memory, the first steps for the use of Corsika8 in the IACT and Fluorescence community were taken. With further development of Corsika8 and already existing innovations like cross-media shower, the implemented interface enables new opportunities and methods not possible in Corsika7.
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(a) Displayed is the radial outgoing photon density.

(b) Displayed is the relative difference in arrival time for Corsika7 and Corsika8 normalized to the mean arrival time.

Figure 3: Distributions from Corsika7 IACT, Corsika8 and in the upper picture the newly implemented “replay” mode.
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